Fear of Power
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FORMAT:
A 90 minute group of 3 process. Works well in the PLab with the theme: Being Powerful.

PURPOSE:
To journey into a face to face confrontation with whatever is stopping us from using the powerful tool, distinctions and procedures of Possibility Management in our daily work and lives. The confrontation with witnesses will give us clarity about what is actually going on.

SETUP:
Sit in chairs in groups of 3. Have tissues, red towels, and plastic buckets at each station.

INSTRUCTIONS / PROCEDURE:
As each question is asked, all three answer, one after the other.

PART ONE:
What percentage of the time do you remember that you are a Possibility Manager?

What fear stops you from being seen with your full clarity and power as a Possibility Manager?

What fear stops you from interacting and using the tools and radically holding the context of Possibility Management?

PART TWO:
Say to your partner:

“I am afraid of using this tool ___________ because ____________. “

“It would help me if you would_________________. “

One person speaks. Two people listen and ask dangerous question to bring the person into greater clarity about what is really going on.

This could bring them into a process. They should write down the doorway and use this to enter a process during chair work.

DEBRIEF: